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	This book is a step by step tutorial in developing a real-world application using the incremental and iterative approach to software development. You learn about agile software development by leaning on the agile nature of the Yii application development framework. You touch on each aspect of the software development lifecycle by building a project task management application from concept through production deployment.


	After a brief, general introduction to the Yii framework and outlining the software development approach taken throughout the book, the chapters break down in the same way as software development iterations do in real-world projects. After the 1st iteration, you will have a working and tested application with a valid, tested connection to a database.


	In the 2nd and 3rd iterations, we flesh out our main database entities and domain object model and become familiar with Yii's object-relational-mapping (ORM) layer, Active Record. We also learn how to lean on Yii's auto-generation tools to automatically build our create/read/update/delete (CRUD) functionality against our newly created model. These iterations also focus on how Yii's form validation and submission model works. By the end of the third iteration you will have a working application that allows you to mange projects and issues (tasks) within those projects.


	The 4th and 5th iterations are dedicated to user management. We learn about the built-in authentication model within Yii to assist in application login and logout functionality. We then dive into the authorization model, first taking advantage of a Yii's simple access control model, then implementing the more sophisticated role-based access control (RBAC) framework that Yii provides.


	By the end of the 5th iteration, all of the basics of a task management application are in place. The next several iterations are focused on the nice-to-haves. We add user comment functionality, introducing a reusable content portlet architecture approach in the process. We add in an RSS Web feed and demonstrate how easy it is to integrate other third-party tools within a Yii application. We take advantage of Yii's theming structure to help streamline and design the application, and then introduce Yii's internationalization (I18N) features so the application can be adapted to various languages and regions without engineering changes.


	Finally, we turn our focus to production deployment. We introduce ways to optimize performance and security to prepare the application for a real-world production environment.


	Learn the Yii development framework by taking a test-driven, incremental, and iterative approach to building a real-world task management application


	What you will learn from this book

	
		Take a "test first" approach to software development using the Yii testing framework
	
		Auto-generate skeleton web applications as well as CRUD scaffolding for the domain object model using the built-in command-line interface
	
		Create user-based applications with Yii's authentication model
	
		Enhance your user-based application to control a user's access to feature functionality
	
		Write an administrative console application to extend the features provided by Yii's powerful command-line tools
	
		Integrate other frameworks and libraries into a Yii application to further extend its feature set
	
		Spend less time managing application configuration by taking advantage of Yii's sensible defaults and conventions.
	
		Learn how easy it is to implement a multi-user application by utilizing Yii's authentication and role-based authorization models
	
		Update your code to properly mange the user's last login time and store it in the database
	
		Achieve pre- and post-action method request processing using controller filters
	
		Tap into the CActiveRecord validation workflow to allow for pre- and post-validation processing of your model data
	
		Greatly increase re-use, consistency, and ease of maintenance of the application by developing small content blocks called portlets
	
		Make your application accessible to the world with internationalization (l18N) features and enhance the looks of your application using the Yii theming model



	Approach


	This is a step-by-step tutorial for developing web applications using Yii. This book follows the test-first, incremental, and iterative approach to software development while developing a project task management application called "TrackStar".


	Who this book is written for


	If you are a PHP programmer with knowledge of object oriented programming and want to rapidly develop modern, sophisticated web applications, then this book is for you. No prior knowledge of Yii is required to read this book.
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Java(TM) Language Specification, The (3rd Edition)Addison Wesley, 2005
Written by the inventors of the technology, The Java™ Language Specification,  Third Edition, is the definitive technical reference for the Java™  programming language. If you want to know the precise meaning of the language's  constructs, this is the...
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Instant Spring for Android StarterPackt Publishing, 2013

	Leverage Spring for Android to create RESTful and OAuth Android apps


	Overview

	
		Learn something new in an Instant! A short, fast, focused guide delivering immediate results.
	
		Learn what Spring for Android adds to the Android developer toolkit.
	
		Learn how to debug your Android...
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Calculus Demystified : A Self Teaching GuideMcGraw-Hill, 2002
LEARNING CALCULUS JUST GOT A LOT EASIER!
 Here’s an innovative shortcut to gaining a more intuitive understanding of both differential and integral calculus. In Calculus Demystified an experienced teacher and author of more than 30 books puts all the math background you need inside and uses practical examples,...
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The Seasons of Your Career : How to Master the Cycles of Career ChangeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
To everything--including career development--there is a season!

Have you recently been blindsided by an unexpected layoff? Do you wake up every Monday morning already looking forward to quitting time on Friday? Do you hear the call of a more satisfying career but are afraid and unsure of how to make the transition to it?...
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Elliptically Contoured Models in Statistics and Portfolio TheorySpringer, 2013

	Elliptically Contoured Models in Statistics and Portfolio Theory fully revises the first detailed introduction to the theory of matrix variate elliptically contoured distributions. There are two additional chapters, and all the original chapters of this classic text have been updated. Resources in this book will be valuable for researchers,...
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Calculus For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9781118791295) is now being published as Calculus For Dummies, 2nd Edition (9781119293491). While this version features an older Dummies cover and design, the content is the same as the new release and should not be considered a different product.


	Slay the calculus monster with...
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